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It’s Time For Some  

Since 1978, the voice of the Imperial R/C Club 

The IRCC President’s Points 
By Jerry McGhee – President 

 

It is a with a heavy heart that I reported that our 

long-time IRCC member, Jerry Ruthven passed 

away on June 2, 2019.  Thank you to those of you 

who were able to attend his service and represent 

the IRCC at his funeral.  Jerry’s widow has donated 

his RC collection to the IRCC.  In accordance with 

the families’ wishes, these items will be auctioned 

at the July 6, 2019 meeting.  All proceeds will go to 

the IRCC. 
 

Congratulations to Charlie Patterson, Bill Pawl and 

Andy Bolig on earning their 100 RC Missions Over 

Florida Patches!  There are several more who are 

closing in on this achievement and I look forward 

to awarding them their 100 Mission patches!   
 

The heat is in full swing!  PLEASE, PLEASE, 

PLEASE, take it seriously if you’re at the field or 

anywhere else in the heat.  Stay hydrated and keep 

an eye on each other!   
 

The AMA National Model Aviation Day is coming up 

this August 17th and the IRCC will be hosting a 

family day, the 2nd annual Tri-fecta Fun Fly and a 

fly-in.  David Raff will be heading up the food for 

this event, myself and Chris Trumble will be 

conducting the Tri-Fecta Fun Fly.  The field will be 

open for fun fly during the contest…the runway will 

not be shut down for the contest. 
 

Recently, the IRCC was approached by new 

member Ron McKie to help de-bug the IRCC 

website.  Ron worked with Bob Grahl and has 

proposed a plan to de-bug the current website that 

has lost the ability to be updated, upgrade it and 

make it functional.  Ron also volunteered to be the 

webmaster.  Many thanks to Bob Grahl for the 

assistance he has provided keeping the website up 

and running.  Welcome aboard Ron! 
 

As I mentioned last month, I recently attended the 

EDF JET JAM - June 13-16 in New Albany, Indiana 

with eight of my jets in tow on my truck and trailer. 

I flew fly the heck out of my jets and with the other 

103 registered pilots!  It was a great deal of fun.    
 

I was given an opportunity on Saturday to promote 

the IRCC EDF Jet Fest in February 2020.  A lot of 

pilots pulled me aside after the announcement 

and many said they plan to attend!  Good news for 

the IRCC!   
 

Thank you all for being awesome and taking care 

of business and being great RC modelers!  It is 

truly an honor to be your President and I enjoy 

flying with you! 
 

Get out to the field, be a friend, keep your wings 

level with the horizon and hit whatever you’re 

going to hit as gently as you can!  See you at the 

field!                                                                                        

 

Sincerely, 

Jerry McGhee 

President, IRCC 
 
 

 

 

Next IRCC Meeting 

Saturday 7/6/19 
At the field starting  

at 10:00 AM! 
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IRCC MEETING MINUTES 
Saturday June 8th, 2019 

Recorded by Jim Giallombardo – Secretary 
 

The June monthly meeting of the 
Imperial R/C Club was brought to order 
at 10:01am by President Jerry 
McGhee. 
 

A moment of silence was held for 
member Jerry Ruthven who recently 
passed away. Jerry was a well-liked 
and respected member of the 
community and the IRCC.  
 

New Members & Guests: We 
welcomed new members Dan Mulkin 
and Ron McKie bringing the club 
member total to 123. Guest Ron 
Clukey was visiting to provide 
information on a balloon event “arising” 
in the near future. 
 

Awards/Certificates Presentations:  
Sportsmanship Awards were presented 
to all members of the flight line crew for 
their work during both the FTE events, 
Top Gun and Florida Jets. Terry Baker, 
Bob Doherty, Ryan Roberts, Mark 
Rohlmeier, Allen Sale, Andy Bolig, 
Tommy Nolin, Chris Trumble, Bill 
Littlefield, Greg Rowe, David DeWitt, 
Mark Huntington, Bill Pawl, Victor 
Allen, Al Coffey, David Stockman, 
Lance Biddle, Ron Wyncoop and Jeff 
Hughes. 
 

Model of The Month was awarded to 
Dennis Peterson, 
 

100 Missions Patch awarded to Charlie 
Patterson and Bill Pawl. 
 

Solo Certificates were awarded to Chip 
Self, Jonathan Fiermonti and Ken 
Scheitler. 
 

Minutes: A motion was made and 
passed to accept the minutes for the 
month of May 2019 as published in the 
club newsletter, Propwash. 
 

Treasurer’s Report: The Treasurers 
report was presented by Gary Snyder. 
The club is in a strong financial 
position. May is the second-best month 
due to the FTE events. June will lose 
money due to expenditures and it being 
a month with no anticipated income. By 
September the club should be back 
into a positive cash flow.  
 

 

Membership Report: Gary Snyder 
reported the club currently has 131 
members. New member applications 
continue to come in. 
 

Field Maintenance Report: Bill Pawl 
reported mowing of the field has begun 
again for the year. Bill has ordered the 
spreader and fire ant bait. He requested 
an email blast sent out to members when 
he begins to apply the bait because he will 
be on the grass runway area and needs to 
have the field down for maintenance. June 
24th may be the day he’ll complete this 
task. Bill is also conducting estimates for 
the repair of several large cracks in the 
runway. 
    

Safety Report: Richard continues to 
encourage announcement of all take offs 
and landings. He asked all members 
continue to be wary of starting motors 
under the roof area.  
 

Instructors Report: Jeff reported he has 
2 students currently learning and he 
continues to get a lot of response from 
people interested. 
 

Club/Newsletter & Wesite: The 
newsletter should be coming out in a 
timelier fashion. The club website will be 
updated, and a review will be done to turn 
the website maintenance over to a 
professional web service. 
 

New Site Search Committee: Jim 
Giallombardo reported a detailed check 
list has been compiled by Steve Jaworski 
for items to consider during the search of 
a new field. Steve reported during his 
discussion with contacts in the banking 
industry, the IRCC is mortgageable due 
it’s financial capability and its long history 
as a solid club.  The search is slow, and 
no new properties have been looked at 
recently.   
 

Old Business:  
 

A. The 100 missions over Florida is going 
well, all pilots continue to log your flights.                           
                                     

B. Club hats are on order. Hats will be 
available during the upcoming family day 
event on Aug 17, 2019. 
  

C. The Great Lakes Drone Company sent 
a check for their use of the IRCC field.  
 

D. The IRCC Executive Staff held a 
meeting on June 3. A recap of the 
meeting will be forthcoming. 
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IRCC MEETING MINUTES (Continued) 
 

New Business: Ron Clukey, guest, was on hand to discuss the upcoming Balloon event to be held on Feb 28, 29 
March 1, 2020 at the Sun n Fun grounds. He requested the IRCC have a display of models and flight 
demonstrations during the event to promote other aspects of the aviation community. There are currently no conflict 
of dates for other events during this time. David DeWitt will act as POC to coordinate this. 
 

A motion was made and passed for the club to purchase member name tags so all members can identify others. 
The first nametag will be supplied, subsequent nametags can be individually bought. 
 

A motion was made and passed that the Pledge of Allegiance be recited prior to each meeting. 
 

The annual Banquet was discussed and decided that members will pay a small dinner fee to keep costs lowered for 
the IRCC. 
 

Future Events:  
Model aviation will be held on Aug 17, 2019 and will be open to the surrounding clubs. IRCC Pres. Jerry McGhee 
will design 3 competition events and will be the contest Judge them as well. Food for the event is coming. Chris 
Trumble will have the winner trophies made. 
  

The second annual IRCC banquet will be held on Dec 7, 2019. Confirmation on the venue location and caterer are 
being finalized. 
 

Sportsmanship Award:  A dual sportsmanship award was given this month. Frank Stevens received one for his 
efforts in locating a Charlie Patterson’s lost airplane west of the airfield by using his drone. Bill Pawl also received 
one for his tree climbing expertise in recovering Richard Moffatt’s airplane snatched from the skies by one of the 
infamous Dillion airplane attack trees.   
 

Model of the Month:  Art Duncan and Andy Bolig both had aircraft to present.  Andy Bolig won by popular vote. 
 

Society of Aircraft Demolishers (SAD) Award: Two nominees were submitted. Gary Snyder was nominated for 
the loss of his ME 262, and Wally Sunday was nominated for the crash of his Edge 540. Wally received this very 
coveted award. As a side note a motion was made to reimburse Wally $1200.00 for the loss of his airplane, which 
was vetoed by member vote. 
 

50/50 Drawing:  The club took in $120.00 Buddy Shackleford was the proud winner recipient of $60.00  
 

Motion to Close:  The IRCC monthly meeting was closed at 10:58am. 

 
 
 

 

During the May meeting, a well-
deserved nomination for the 
Sportsmanship Award went to the 
Flight Line Crew that works the 
event’s on behalf of the IRCC at 
Paradise Field.  This includes both 
Florida Jets & Top Gun. 

Club vice-president David DeWitt 
heads up the organizing and 
scheduling the club’s volunteers. 

Members in attendance at the 
June meeting included (from the 
left) Chris Trumble, Terry Baker, 
Tommy Nolin, Greg Rowe, David 
Dewitt, Mark Huntington, Bill 
Littlefield & Andy Bolig! 



 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

   

ROLL CALL 
George Gordon 

Art Duncan 

Jerry McGhee 

Jeff Hughes 

Lance Biddle 

Vic Allen 

Roger Griffith 

Ian Clark 

Charlie Patterson 

Bill Pawl 

Andy Bolig 

 

 

 

Ian Clark, Bill Pawl  
Charlie Patterson & 
Andy Bolig join the 
100 Mission Club! 

(Below) Jeff Hughes 
is shown presenting 
Certificate of Solo 
Flight to two of his 
students, Jonathan 
Fiermonti & Chip 
Self III.  

Bill Pawl 

Ian Clark 
Charlie 

Patterson 

Andy Bolig 



   

          

 

IRCC June 2019 Award  

Winner 
WALLY SUNDEY 

 

The June 2019 Society of Aircraft Demolishers “Aircraftus Fragmentum” 
was called to order by the President of the IRCC; like the X-15 at Mach 4, 
the IRCC members began throwing the lucky ones under the bus!!  
 

Gary Snyder was the first to be nominated with his ME-262 recreation of 
the ol’ WWII crash and burn (minus the burn), which was spectacular in its 
impact with terra-firma and a solid nominee for this month’s S.A.D award, 
however, it was not the best of the best!   

In the 42-year history of the IRCC, we are certain that Wally Sundey may have crashed an airplane or two in his RC career, but he trumped 
the other nominees with this month’s nomination!  It is special, not just for the crash, but the sheer size of the impact his aircraft had on the 
IRCC aerodrome! Seriously, there was an impact, not just figuratively, but literally!  
  
In the world of full-scale aerobatics and International Aerobatic Competition (IAC), there are many figures, the figure eight, both horizontal 
and vertical, the facts and figures of each flight and the figures that join the IAC to challenge their skill in these competitions.  In RC 
aeromodelling, we have International Miniature Aerobatic Competition (IMAC), the Edge 540 is one of the scale models that fly the IMAC 
routines and our very own, Wally Sundey is one of those figures in the sport that fly’s IMAC and puts on a grand show with every time he 
goes up! 
 

On this fateful day, Wally took off with his signature roll after take-off!  It is impressive to see a 42% scale aerobatic plane roll itself at low 
level on a climb out!  Wally then turned the mighty bird for a chance to gain some airspeed and head west where he went up to do another 
turn-around maneuver, however, it was here that things began to go horribly wrong!  Shortly after the turn around, the aircraft began to not 
be responsive, it pitched, Wally countered, it rolled, Wally countered, it pitched again and at this point Wally looked like Muhammad Ali in 
the rope-a-dope, it was here that Wally’s plane did a most impressive figure 9 maneuver!  The Edge made an impressive giant loop and 
instead of pulling out of the bottom of the loop, the aircraft accelerated straight down and impacted the center field of the IRCC aerodrome 
with a mighty THUMP!  It was a most impressive obliteration of an airframe.  Most pilots who crash “re-kit” their airplanes, but no!  Not 
Wally, he annihilated the aircraft to the sub-atomic levels of its existence in an effort to start a balsa and plywood tree farm as a legacy to 
the IRCC! 
 

After a few days and 30-man hours of clean-up, Wally and his clean-up crew gathered most of the parts of the big EDGE 540.  Wally 
speculates that it was probably battery failure, however, he has never made the final determination as the pain is real and the wreckage is 
abundant.  The once mighty Edge 540 that filled the Sundey Astro Van and the skies of the IRCC has been reduced to a few bits of balsa 
DNA and most of it now resides in a small shoe box on the Sundey homestead with a picture of the once mighty craft, now memorialized 
for what once was and now isn’t.   
 

 The Figure 9 by a notable figure in the IRCC is this month’s  
tale of tales, a most impressive semi-aerobatic maneuver that  
can only be properly done once by any aircraft.  The Figure 9  
is who we raise our glasses and toast the mighty “harrumph”  
that was the last known sound of Wally Sundey’s flagship in  
his fleet!   
 

It is with great honor and pride that we offer this month’s  
S.A.D patch to Mr. Sundey, as it is the sixth noted crash of  
the 2019 flying season; an award that we are all subject  
to earning at any given time in consolation for our stricken  
aircraft who we bravely launch into the skies in a constant  
pursuit of our Constitutional right to pursue and find happiness.  
 

Thank you, Wally, for this offering to the S.A.D community! 
 

Until next month… 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Executive Committee Meeting 6-3-19 - Recap 
 

The IRCC executive staff met at Beef O’Brady’s on this date to discuss current club status and new 
events for the upcoming year of 2019. The meeting commenced at 1800 (6:00pm) and ended 
2030hrs (8:30pm). Members in attendance were Jerry McGhee, Chris Trumble, Terry Baker, David 
DeWitt, Bill Littlefield and Jim Giallombardo.  
An agenda as designed by President Jerry McGhee was followed. All line items were discussed. The 
notable line items discussed are as follows. 

 

Club Financials/Membership 

Jerry McGhee received a thumbs up for his efforts as the club president. 
The IRCC is currently in good financial shape. We are currently $3000.00 ahead of the same time 
period of last year. This includes the money finally received from the Great Lakes Drone Co. Bill 
Pawl submitted an estimate on the cost of a spreader and fire ant bait which totaled $438.62. This 
amount was approved by the executive committee for him to proceed with the purchase. This 
amount was not included in the annual field maintenance budget.  
A short discussion was held on obtaining additional insurance for our immediate neighbors to the 
east, west and north. A legal name is required of both Dillion Transport, Badcock Furniture and The 
City of Lakeland, to include them on an additional policy. David DeWitt will check with Tony 
Stillman AMA for specific language needed or inclusion on the policy.  

 

Club Administration 
Sale of the present field. Jim Giallombardo presented a check list of items prepared by Steve 
Jaworski, to consider when inspecting potential new property.  
No member issues exist or have been identified. 
Updates for member fees of $100.00 for new members and snowbirds should be included in the 
bylaws.  
After discussion with the AMA regarding insurance claims with the AMA and the current IRCC 
turbine operations and the layout of the IRCC field in relation to our neighbors, the AMA stated 
that the current IRCC Club Policies and Procedures for turbine operation at IRCC are in-line with 
the AMA insurance policy guidelines, the IRCC Executive Committee ruled that no changes need to 
be made. 
The club website can no longer be maintained by Bob Grahl due to software technical reasons. 
Research will be made to turn the website over to a professional service. 
Identify members for officers and board. All current members expressed  interest in retaining 
positions unless other club members desired to run for a position.  

 

IRCC Executive Committee Proposals 
Terry Baker proposed all members be supplied with name tags to be worn so other members can 
identify each other. Members may have facial recognition of others but may not always know 
them by name. The first name tag to be issued, a second to be purchased by member if it is lost.  
Terry also proposed member names and pictures be included by roster on the club website. It was 
also requested members recite the Pledge of Allegiance prior to each month’s club meeting. 
Chris Trumble proposed the annual club banquet be at no cost to members. This will be discussed 
at the upcoming monthly meeting. Chris will also check on a food vendor for the party. 
Club hats will be replenished when current stock count reduces to 5 hats, not to exceed a cost of 
$300.00 per order. Cost per hat $8.00, sale to members $10.00 per hat.  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Executive Committee Meeting 6-3-19 (continued) 
 

Upcoming Events 

Electric ducted fan Fly-In is scheduled for February 6-9, 2020, $20.00 per day or $40.00 for multiple 
days. Bill Littlefield donated a supply of disposable wristbands for the event. 
Planes, Trains, and Automobiles will be late Feb. 2020 and will be coordinated by David Raff. 
FTE Florida Jets March 2020 and FTE Top Gun May 2020 are both contingent on the renewal of the 
FTE lease with the city of Lakeland.  
National Model Aviation Day Aug 17, 2019 opened to other local clubs. There will be a three-event 
competition open to all that wish to participate. 
Annual Banquet as previously discussed. 
IRCC Toys for Tots Fun Fly to be coordinated by David Raff. 

 
IRCC Field Maintenance and Training 

 
Expenditures are Less than last year by a few hundred dollars. It was recommended that blade 
purchase be reviewed for online thru E-Bay. A cost savings could be made if purchased this way. 
Ant bait and spreader purchase approved as previously recorded. Check with Vic Allen for 
replacement ties for the parking area. 
Club Trainer Jeff Hughes is doing a great job. Ask at next meeting for extra help for Jeff to set up 
airplanes owned by students. This would be completed as ground school for students to learn the 
proper set up and maintenance of their own airplanes. 
 

 

The image above was captured by member Steve Jaworski last Sunday.  These two beauties belong to John Burdin and 
Walley Sundey.  John’s F4D is the Freewing “Grey Ghost” 90mm airframe with a 61inch length and a 40inch wingspan.  
The twin 80mm A-10 Thunderbolt belongs to Wally and is also a Freewing model.  This one boasts a massive 67inch 
wingspan and a 61inch length.  Both models are EDF (Electric Ducted Fan) powered by 6S (12S for the A-10) batteries 
and include full navigation lighting and electric retracts.  These and many others are available at www.motionrc.com. 

 

http://www.motionrc.com/


 
 
 
 

  

As previously noted, there were two entries for the Model of The Month for June and while the voting was 
close and both were very deserving of the title, as you will read and see, this one was clearly the winner. 

Comments and pictures provided by Andy Bolig 

 

The Pete was the third aircraft 
designed by Ben Howard and was 
the first one he built to compete in 
air racing. He engineered the 
aircraft around a 90-hp Wright 
Gipsy engine that he already had 
available. He was competing with 
aircraft that had over four times 
that power output! It took him 
eight months to complete the 
aircraft and he was soon acquiring 
trophies with great frequency. In 
the 1930 Air Races, the Pete won 
five First-place wins and two Third-
place wins. It had a top speed of 
163 mph.  
 

The plane is a Howard Pete, scratch-built by my dad using RC Modeler plans originally designed 
for a control-line model. He added ailerons and rudder and squeezed all the additional servos into 
the completely built-up fuselage. There is no covering on the fuse, only the wing.  
 

While the full-scale aircraft wouldn’t ever be considered large, the wing on my model has a 42-
inch span and the plane is powered by an O.S. 40LA glow engine spinning an old-timey, wooden, 
TF “Super-M” 12x6 prop. It has Hitec HS-81 servos and flies great with my Tactic radio. The 
plane is about 12 years old and has just recently come out of retirement. After flying it a few 
times, the plane spent over a decade sitting on a shelf, high in our living room as a static display.  
  

And STATIC is an appropriate word! When I brought the plane down to begin re-installing all the 
servos, battery, and radio, I noted the bottom side, which was visible from the living room, was 
nice and white, but the topside was covered with about a quarter inch of dust!  After immediately 
swapping out our A/C filter for a more efficient version, I began soaking the top of the wing with 
Windex. Had I known what I know now, I might not have used our kitchen table for the initial 
scrubbing!  
 

 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

With a fresh tetanus shot and a clean airframe, I finally got the chance to fly the plane, which flies 
pretty stable, but you don’t want to play cards while you’re flying it.  It takes some concentration, 
as the airframe is fairly zippy. While it was originally designed as a full-scale air racer, it does slow 
down nicely and doesn’t have as bad of a tip-stall tendency as you might expect with its stubby 
wing. The 40LA engine, being a bushed model, is fairly light and has good power for this sized 
airframe. It looks great in the air and SOUNDS great at full song. I do fly the plane on occasion, 
and my dad gets great pleasure out of seeing his creations fly. He has built several aircraft for me 
(he loved to build, and I love to fly!) and I do put them all into the rotation from time to time.  
  
 

 

The airframe lends itself to e-
power, although finding room 
for a battery might be an 
issue. It flies great with glow-
power, and the engine fits 
well inside the formed-up 
cowl that dad built out of thin 
plywood and balsa. It is an 
entirely-scratch-built 
airframe, from the hand-
formed, wire landing gear, to 
the built-up fuse and cowl. 
It’s a breath of fresh air in a 
world of ARFs, but also has a 
lot of personal value to me 
since my dad built it. Many 
thanks to the members of the 
Imperial R/C Club for the 
honor of Model of the Month. 
It serves to make my little 
white “Pete” all the more 
special, and I am extremely 
grateful that dad was there to 
see his work get the approval 
of the club. Thank you!  
 

 

 



 

  

  

 



 

   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Didn’t get your New IRCC Club Hat? 

You can still order.  Ask about at the 
next meeting! 

Newsletter Articles  

Welcome 
Have something of interest that you would  

like to share. Please forward to the editor at 

 raff7113@msn.com  
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